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Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

A 

ABRIDGER ABDEGIRR one that abridges (to reduce length of) [n -S] 

ABSTERGE ABEEGRST to cleanse by wiping [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AEROLOGY AEGLOORY study of atmosphere [n -GIES] 

AGENESIA AAEEGINS agenesis (absence or imperfect development of bodily part) [n -S] 

AGENETIC ACEEGINT AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [adj] 

AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj] 

AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S] / AGENT, to act as representative for [v] 

AGENTIVE AEEGINTV word part that denotes doer of action [n -S] 

AGERATUM AAEGMRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S] 

AGISTING AGGIINST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v] 

AGITABLE AABEGILT AGITATE, to move with violent, irregular action [adj] 

AGITATOR AAGIORTT one that agitates (to move with violent, irregular action) [n -S] 

AGITPROP AGIOPPRT pro-Communist propaganda [n -S] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S] 

ALGICIDE ACDEGIIL substance used to kill algae [n -S] 

ALGIDITY ADGIILTY coldness (state of being cold (having little or no warmth)) [n -TIES] 

ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S] 

ALGOLOGY AGGLLOOY study of algae [n -GIES] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALLEGING AEGGILLN ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v] 

ALLERGEN AEEGLLNR substance capable of inducing allergy [n -S] 

ALLERGIC ACEGILLR pertaining to allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [adj] 

ALLERGIN AEGILLNR allergen (substance capable of inducing allergy) [n -S] 

ALMAGEST AAEGLMST medieval treatise on astrology or alchemy [n -S] 

ALOGICAL AACGILLO being outside bounds of that to which logic can apply [adj] 

AMIDOGEN ADEGIMNO univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

AMPERAGE AAEEGMPR strength of electric current expressed in amperes [n -S] 

AMYLOGEN AEGLMNOY amylose (relatively soluble component of starch) [n -S] 

ANAGOGIC AACGGINO ANAGOGE, spiritual interpretation of words [adj] 

ANALOGIC AACGILNO pertaining to analogy (resemblance in some respects between things otherwise unlike) [adj] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANGELICA AACEGILN aromatic herb [n -S] 

ANGELING AEGGILNN ANGEL, to support financially [v] 

ANGINOSE AEGINNOS ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj] 

ANTALGIC AACGILNT anodyne (medicine that relieves pain) [n -S] 

ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S]  

ANTILOGY AGILNOTY contradiction in terms or ideas [n -GIES] 

APAGOGIC AACGGIOP APAGOGE, establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [adj] 

APIOLOGY AGILOOPY study of bees [n -GIES] 

APOLOGIA AAGILOOP formal justification or defense [n -S, -E] 

APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S] 

APPANAGE AAAEGNPP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S] 

AREOLOGY AEGLOORY study of planet Mars [n -GIES] 

ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 
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ARGENTIC ACEGINRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

ARGENTUM AEGMNRTU silver [n -S] 

ARGINASE AAEGINRS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ARGININE AEGIINNR amino acid [n -S] 

ARMIGERO AEGIMORR armiger (one who carries armor of knight) [n -S] 

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

ASSUAGER AAEGRSSU one that assuages (to make less severe) [n -S] 

ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AUTOGENY AEGNOTUY production of living organisms from inanimate matter [n -NIES] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 

AVENGING AEGGINNV AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v] 

AXIOLOGY AGILOOXY study of values and value judgments [n -GIES] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

B 

BADGERLY ABDEGLRY bothersome [adj] 

BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S] 

BARGELLO ABEGLLOR needlepoint stitch that makes zigzag pattern [n -S] 

BARGEMAN AABEGMNR master or crew member of barge [n -MEN] 

BARONAGE AABEGNOR rank of baron [n -S] 

BECUDGEL BCDEEGLU to cudgel thoroughly [v -ED, -LING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

BEFRINGE BEEFGINR to border with fringe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BEGRUDGE BDEEGGRU to concede reluctantly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BERGENIA ABEEGINR flowering plant [n -S] 

BESIEGER BEEEGIRS one that besieges (to surround (to extend completely around)) [n -S] 

BESMUDGE BDEEGMSU to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BEVERAGE ABEEEGRV liquid for drinking [n -S] 

BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES] 

BILGIEST BEGIILST BILGY, smelling like seepage [adj] 

BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S] / BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v] 

BIOGENIC BCEGIINO produced by living organisms [adj] 

BIOLOGIC BCGIILOO drug obtained from organic source [n -S] 

BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S] 

BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S] 

BLOCKAGE ABCEGKLO act of blocking (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S] 

BLUDGEON BDEGLNOU to hit with club [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLUDGING BDGGILNU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v] 

BLUNGING BGGILNNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v] 

BOURGEON BEGNOORU to burgeon (to develop rapidly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRAKEAGE AABEEGKR act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S] 

BRASSAGE AABEGRSS fee for coining money [n -S] 

BREAKAGE AABEEGKR act of breaking (to reduce to fragments) [n -S] 

BRIDGING BDGGIINR bracing (brace or reinforcement) [n -S] / BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v] 

BROCKAGE ABCEGKOR imperfectly minted coin [n -S] 

BRYOLOGY BGLOORYY study of mosses [n -GIES] 
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BUDGETER BDEEGRTU one that budgets (to estimate expenditures) [n -S] 

BULGIEST BEGILSTU BULGY, bulging [adj] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

C 

CABBAGEY AABBCEGY resembling cabbage (leafy vegetable) [adj] 

CABOTAGE AABCEGOT coastal trade [n -S] 

CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj] 

CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S] 

CAMBOGIA AABCGIMO gum resin [n -S] 

CARAGEEN AACEEGNR edible seaweed [n -S] 

CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S] 

CETOLOGY CEGLOOTY study of whales [n -GIES] 

CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 

CHANGING ACGGHINN CHANGE, to make different [v] 

CHANTAGE AACEGHNT blackmail [n -S] 

CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S] / CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

CHEMURGY CEGHMRUY branch of applied chemistry [n -GIES] 

CHORAGIC ACCGHIOR CHORAGUS, leader of chorus or choir [adj] 

CLEAVAGE AACEEGLV act of cleaving (to split or divide) [n -S] 

COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES] 

COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv] 

COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COLLAGEN ACEGLLNO protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

COLLEGER CEEGLLOR student supported by funds from his college [n -S] 

COLLEGIA ACEGILLO soviet executive councils [n] 

COMANAGE AACEGMNO to manage jointly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

CONGENER CEEGNNOR one of same kind or class [n -S] 

CONTAGIA AACGINOT causative agents of infectious diseases [n] 

CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COTTAGER ACEGORTT one that lives in small house [n -S] 

COTTAGEY ACEGOTTY resembling small house [adj] 

COVERAGE ACEEGORV extent to which something is covered [n -S] 

COXALGIA AACGILOX pain in hip [n -S] 

COXALGIC ACCGILOX COXALGIA, pain in hip [adj] 

COZENAGE ACEEGNOZ practice of cozening [n -S] 

CRANNOGE ACEGNNOR crannog (artificial island) [n -S] 

CREEPAGE ACEEEGPR gradual movement [n -S] 

CRIBBAGE ABBCEGIR card game [n -S] 

CRINGING CGGIINNR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v] 

CRYOGENY CEGNORYY branch of physics [n -NIES] 

CUDGELER CDEEGLRU one that cudgels (to beat with heavy club) [n -S] 

CULTIGEN CEGILNTU cultivar (variety of plant originating under cultivation) [n -S] 

CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S] 

CYMOGENE CEEGMNOY volatile compound [n -S] 

CYTOGENY CEGNOTYY formation of cells [n -NIES] 

CYTOLOGY CGLOOTYY study of cells [n -GIES] 
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DAMAGING AADGGIMN DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v] 

DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DELUGING DEGGILNU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v] 

DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEMIURGE DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S] 

DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder (to put out of order)) [n -S] 

DERINGER DEEGINRR short-barreled pistol [n -S] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DIALLAGE AADEGILL mineral [n -S] 

DIALOGIC ACDGIILO conversational [adj] 

DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n] 

DIGESTER DEEGIRST apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed [n -S] 

DIGESTIF DEFGIIST alcoholic drink taken after meal [n -S] 

DIGESTOR DEGIORST digester (apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed) [n -S] 

DIGITATE ADEGIITT having digits [adj] 

DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj] 

DINGIEST DEGIINST DINGY, grimy (dirty (uncle(clean))) [adj] 

DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S] 

DIPLEGIC CDEGIILP DIPLEGIA, paralysis of same part on both sides of body [adj] 

DIRGEFUL DEFGILRU DIRGE, funeral song [adj] 

DISGORGE DEGGIORS to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S] 

DIVULGER DEGILRUV one that divulges (to reveal (to make known)) [n -S] 

DODGIEST DDEGIOST DODGY, evasive (tending to evade) [adj] 

DOGESHIP DEGHIOPS office of doge [n -S] 

DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DREDGING DDEGGINR matter that is dredged up [n -S] / DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v] 

DREGGIER DEEGGIRR DREGGY, full of dregs [adj] 

DRESSAGE ADEEGRSS training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRUDGERY DDEGRRUY hard, menial, or tedious work [n -RIES] 

DRUDGING DDGGINRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v] 

DUNGIEST DEGINSTU DUNGY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj] 

DYSGENIC CDEGINSY causing deterioration of hereditary qualities [adj] 
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E 

ECOLOGIC CCEGILOO ECOLOGY, environmental science [adj] 

ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S] 

EDGEWISE DEEEGISW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv] 

EFFIGIAL AEFFGIIL resembling effigy (likeness or representation) [adj] 
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EGESTING EEGGINST EGEST, to discharge from body [v] 

EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S] 

EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj] 

ELIGIBLE BEEGIILL one that is qualified to be chosen [n -S] 

ELIGIBLY BEGIILLY in qualified manner [adv] 

EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S] 

EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view [v] 

ENCAGING ACEGGINN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v] 

ENDAMAGE AADEEGMN to damage (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES] 

ENERGISE EEEGINRS to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v] 

ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGINERY EEGINNRY machinery [n -RIES] 

ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v] 

ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S] 

ENRAGING AEGGINNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v] 

ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ENVISAGE AEEGINSV to form mental image of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EPIGENIC CEEGIINP pertaining to change in mineral character of rock [adj] 

EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S] 

ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

EROGENIC CEEGINOR arousing sexual desire [adj] 

ERYNGIUM EGIMNRUY plant of parsley family [n -S] 

ESOPHAGI AEGHIOPS tubes connecting mouth to stomach [n] 

ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S] 

ETHOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of animal behavior [n -GIES] 

ETIOLOGY EGILOOTY study of causes of diseases [n -GIES] 

EUGENIST EEGINSTU student of eugenics [n -S] 

EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, holy bread [n] 

EULOGISE EEGILOSU to eulogize (to praise highly) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EULOGIST EGILOSTU one that eulogizes (to praise highly) [n -S] 

EULOGIUM EGILMOUU eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n -S, -IA] 

EULOGIZE EEGILOUZ to praise highly [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXCHANGE ACEEGHNX to give and receive reciprocally [v -D, -GING, -S] 

EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj] 

EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent)) [n S] 

EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency (quality of being urgent) [n -CIES] 

EXIGIBLE BEEGIILX liable to be demanded [adj] 

EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy [adj] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S] 
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FERRIAGE AEEFGIRR transportation by ferry [n -S] 

FETOLOGY EFGLOOTY branch of medicine dealing with fetus [n -GIES] 

FIDGETER DEEFGIRT one that fidgets (to move nervously or restlessly) [n -S] 

FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n] 

FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S] / FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLEDGIER DEEFGILR FLEDGY, covered with feathers [adj] 

FLEDGING DEFGGILN FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid)) [n -S] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLORIGEN EFGILNOR plant hormone [n -S] 

FORAGING AFGGINOR FORAGE, to search about [v] 

FORJUDGE DEFGJORU to deprive by judgment of court [v -D, -GING, -S] 

FRIGIDLY DFGIILRY FRIGID, very cold [adv] 

FRINGIER EFGIINRR FRINGY, resembling fringe [adj] 

FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S] / FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v] 

FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S] 

FROTTAGE AEFGORTT masturbation by rubbing against another person [n -S] 

FRUITAGE AEFGIRTU process of bearing fruit [n -S] 

FUDGIEST DEFGISTU FUDGY, resembling fudge (soft, sweet candy) [adj] 

FUGITIVE EFGIITUV one who flees [n -S] 

FUNGIBLE BEFGILNU something that may be exchanged for equivalent unit of same class [n -S] 

FUSELAGE AEEFGLSU body of airplane [n -S] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

G 

GADGETRY ADEGGRTY devising or constructing of gadgets [n -RIES] 

GAGEABLE AABEEGGL GAGE, to pledge as security [adj] 

GARAGING AAGGGINR GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v] 

GARBAGEY AABEGGRY GARBAGE, food waste [adj] 

GASOGENE AEEGGNOS gazogene (apparatus for carbonating liquids) [n -S] 

GAZOGENE AEEGGNOZ apparatus for carbonating liquids [n -S] 

GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S] 

GELATINE AEEGILNT gelatin (glutinous substance) [n -S] 

GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v] 

GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S] 

GELIDITY DEGIILTY iciness (state of being icy (covered with ice)) [n -TIES] 

GELLANTS AEGLLNST GELLANT, substance used to produce gelling [n] 

GELSEMIA AEEGILMS medicinal plant roots [n] 

GEMATRIA AAEGIMRT cabalistic method of interpreting Scriptures [n -S] 

GEMINATE AEEGIMNT to arrange in pairs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GEMMIEST EEGIMMST GEMMY, resembling gem [adj] 

GEMOLOGY EGGLMOOY science of gems [n -GIES] 

GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S] 

GEMSTONE EEGMNOST precious stone [n -S] 

GENDARME ADEEGMNR policeman [n -S] 
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GENDERED DDEEEGNR GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v] 

GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GENERICS CEEGINRS GENERIC, type of drug [n] 

GENEROUS EEGNORSU willing to give [adj] 

GENETICS CEEGINST science of heredity [n] 

GENIALLY AEGILLNY GENIAL, having pleasant or friendly manner [adv] 

GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S] 

GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n] 

GENITIVE EEGIINTV grammatical case [n -S] 

GENIUSES EEGINSSU GENIUS, exceptional natural aptitude [n] 

GENNAKER AEEGKNNR spinnaker sail [n -S] 

GENOCIDE CDEEGINO deliberate extermination of national or racial group [n -S] 

GENOGRAM AEGGMNOR diagram of history of behavior patterns of family [n -S] 

GENOMICS CEGIMNOS study of genomes [n] 

GENOTYPE EEGNOPTY genetic constitution of organism [n -S] 

GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

GENTLING EGGILNNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v] 

GENTRICE CEEGINRT good breeding [n -S] 

GENTRIES EEGINRST GENTRY, people of high social class [n] 

GENTRIFY EFGINRTY to renew decayed urban area so as to attract middle-class residents [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S] 

GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S] 

GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj] 

GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n] 

GEOGNOSY EGGNOOSY branch of geology [n -SIES] 

GEOLOGER EEGGLOOR specialist in geology [n -S] 

GEOLOGIC CEGGILOO GEOLOGY, science that deals with origin and structure of earth [adj] 

GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES] 

GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S] 

GEOMETRY EEGMORTY branch of mathematics [n -RIES] 

GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES] 

GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S] 

GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S] 

GEOPONIC CEGINOOP pertaining to farming (business of operating farm) [adj] 

GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S] 

GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES] 

GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S] 

GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

GERANIUM AEGIMNRU flowering plant [n -S] 

GERARDIA AADEGIRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

GERBILLE BEEGILLR gerbil (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

GERMANIC ACEGIMNR containing germanium (metallic element) [adj] 

GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj] 

GERMIEST EEGIMRST GERMY, full of germs [adj] 

GERMINAL AEGILMNR being in earliest stage of development [adj] 

GERMLIKE EEGIKLMR resembling germ (microorganism that causes disease) [adj] 

GERONTIC CEGINORT pertaining to old age [adj] 
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GESNERIA AEEGINRS designating type of flowering plant [adj] 

GESTICAL ACEGILST gestic (pertaining to bodily motion) [adj] 

GESTURAL AEGLRSTU pertaining to or consisting of gestures (expressive bodily motions) [adj] 

GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S] 

GIANTESS AEGINSST female giant (person or thing of great size) [n -ES] 

GIANTISM AGIIMNST condition of being giant [n -S] 

GIBBERED BBDEEGIR GIBBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

GIBBETED BBDEEGIT GIBBET, to execute by hanging [v] 

GIBINGLY BGGIILNY GIBE, to jeer (to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of))) [adv] 

GIGANTIC ACGGIINT huge (very large) [adj] 

GIMCRACK ACCGIKMR gewgaw (showy trinket) [n -S] 

GINGELEY EEGGILNY gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGELLI EGGIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINGELLY EGGILLNY sesame seed or its oil [n -LIES] 

GINGERED DEEGGINR GINGER, to flavor with ginger (pungent spice) [v] 

GINGERLY EGGILNRY in careful manner [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S] 

GINNIEST EGIINNST GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj] 

GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYING GGIINPSY GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIRASOLE AEGILORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S] 

GIVEABLE ABEEGILV GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession [adj] 

GLYCOGEN CEGGLNOY carbohydrate [n -S] 

GORGEDLY DEGGLORY GORGE, to stuff with food [adv] 

GORGERIN EGGINORR part of column [n -S] 

GRAFTAGE AAEFGGRT process of grafting [n -S] 

GRILLAGE AEGGILLR framework of timber [n -S] 

GROUPAGE AEGGOPRU arranging of persons or things into groups [n -S] 

GRUDGING DGGGINRU GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v] 

GRUNGIER EGGINRRU GRUNGY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj] 

GYMKHANA AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S] 

GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (room for athletic activities) [n] 

GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY of or pertaining to gypsies [adj] 

GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY realm of gypsies [n -S] 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY resembling gypsy [adj] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies [n -S] 

GYRATING AGGINRTY GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v] 

GYRATION AGINORTY act of gyrating (to revolve or rotate) [n -S] 

GYRATORY AGORRTYY moving in circle or spiral [adj] 

GYROIDAL ADGILORY spiral in arrangement [adj] 

GYROSTAT AGORSTTY type of stabilizing device [n -S] 
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HARDEDGE ADDEEGHR geometric painting [n -S] 

HEDGEHOG DEEGGHHO small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates) [n -S] 

HEDGEHOP DEEGHHOP to fly near ground [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

HEDGEPIG DEEGGHIP hedgehog (small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates)) [n -S] 

HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S] 

HEDGIEST DEEGHIST HEDGY, abounding in hedges [adj] 

HEGEMONY EEGHMNOY great authority [n -NIES] 

HELOTAGE AEEGHLOT helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -S] 

HERITAGE AEEGHIRT something that is inherited [n -S] 

HIERURGY EGHIRRUY rite of worship [n -GIES] 

HISTOGEN EGHINOST interior plant tissue [n -S] 

HOMAGING AGGHIMNO HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v] 

HOMEPAGE AEEGHMOP main page of website [n -S] 

HOMOGENY EGHMNOOY correspondence in form or structure [n -NIES] 

HOMOLOGY GHLMOOOY similarity in structure [n -GIES] 

HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HOROLOGE EGHLOOOR timepiece [n -S] 

HOROLOGY GHLOOORY science of measuring time [n -GIES] 

HYALOGEN AEGHLNOY substance found in animal cells [n -S] 

HYDROGEL DEGHLORY colloid (type of chemical suspension) [n -S] 

HYDROGEN DEGHNORY gaseous element [n -S] 

HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S] 

HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj] 

HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj] 

HYPOGEAN AEGHNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj] 

HYPOGENE EEGHNOPY formed underground [adj] 

HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -S] 
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IDEALOGY ADEGILOY ideology (systematic body of ideas) [n -GIES] 

IDEOLOGY DEGILOOY systematic body of ideas [n -GIES] 

IMAGINAL AAGIILMN pertaining to imago (adult insect) [adj] 

IMAGINER AEGIIMNR one that imagines (to form mental picture of) [n -S] 

IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide (to come together with violent impact)) [n -S] 

IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INCAGING ACGGIINN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INFRINGE EFGIINNR to violate oath or law [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INTERAGE AEEGINRT including persons of various ages [adj] 

ISAGOGIC ACGGIIOS branch of theology [n -S] 

ISOGENIC CEGIINOS genetically similar [adj] 
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JUDGIEST DEGIJSTU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj] 
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KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S] 

KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj] / KLUDGY [adj] 

KLUDGING DGGIKLNU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 
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LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S] 

LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S] 

LARGESSE AEEGLRSS largess (generosity) [n -S] 

LAYERAGE AAEEGLRY method of plant propagation [n -S] 

LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj] 

LEGENDRY DEEGLNRY collection of legends [n -RIES] 

LEGERITY EEGILRTY quickness of mind or body [n -TOES] 

LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LETHARGY AEGHLRTY drowsiness; sluggishness [n -GIES] 

LEVERAGE AEEEGLRV to provide with type of economic advantage [v -D, -GING, -S] 

LIEGEMAN AEEGILMN feudal vassal [n -MEN] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -RIES] 

LITHARGE AEGHILRT monoxide of lead [n -S] 

LITURGIC CGIILRTU LITURGY, prescribed system of public worship [adj] 

LOGICIAN ACGIILNO one who is skilled in logic [n -S] 

LOGICISE CEGIILOS to logicize (to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts)) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LOGICIZE CEGIILOZ to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LOGISTIC CGIILOST symbolic logic [n -S] 

LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v] 

LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LOUNGING GGILNNOU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v] 

LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v] 

LYSOGENY EGLNOSYY state of being like lysogen [n -S] 
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MAGICIAN AACGIIMN one skilled in magic [n -S] 

MAGISTER AEGIMRST master or teacher [n -S] 

MANAGING AAGGIMNN MANAGE, to control or direct [v] 

MANGIEST AEGIMNST MANGY, affected with mange [adj] / MANGEY [adj] 

MARGINAL AAGILMNR one considered to be at lower or outer limit [n -S] 

MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S] 

MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -IHIM] 

MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S] 

MENOLOGY EGLMNOOY ecclesiastical calendar [n -GIES] 

MERGENCE CEEEGMNR act of merging (to combine (to blend)) [n -S] 
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MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S] 

METERAGE AEEEGMRT process of metering [n -S] 

MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n -GIES] 

MIDRANGE ADEGIMNR middle of range [n -S] 

MINGIEST EGIIMNST MINGY, mean and stingy [adj] 

MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S] 

MISGAUGE AEGGIMSU to gauge wrongly or inaccurately [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISJUDGE DEGIJMSU to judge wrongly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISLODGE DEGILMOS to lodge in wrong place [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MISOLOGY GILMOOSY hatred of debate or reasoning [n -GIES] 

MISUSAGE AEGIMSSU incorrect use [n -S] 

MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES] 

MONOGENY EGMNNOOY asexual reproduction [n -NIES] 

MONOGERM EGMMNOOR being fruit that produces single plant [adj] 

MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security [v -D, -GING, -S] 

MUCILAGE ACEGILMU adhesive substance [n -S] 

MULTIAGE AEGILMTU including people of various ages [adj] 

MYCOLOGY CGLMOOYY branch of botany dealing with fungi [n -GIES] 

MYOGENIC CEGIMNOY originating in muscle tissue [adj] 

MYOLOGIC CGILMOOY MYOLOGY, study of muscles [adj] 
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NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -S] 

NEOLOGIC CEGILNOO NEOLOGY, new word or phrase [adj] 

NITROGEN EGINNORT gaseous element [n -S] 

NOMOLOGY GLMNOOOY science of law [n -GIES] 

NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S] 

NOODGING DGGINNOO NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v] 

NOSOLOGY GLNOOOSY classification of diseases [n -GIES] 

NUTSEDGE DEEGNSTU nutgrass (perennial herb) [n -S] 
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OBLIGING BGGIILNO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v] 

OECOLOGY CEGLOOOY ecology (environmental science) [n -GIES] 

OENOLOGY EGLNOOOY study of wines [n -GIES] 

OFFSTAGE AEFFGOST part of stage not visible to audience [n -S] 

OINOLOGY GILNOOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES] 

OMOPHAGY AGHMOOPY eating of raw flesh [n -GIES] 

ONCOGENE CEEGNNOO gene that causes cell to become cancerous [n -S] 

ONCOLOGY CGLNOOOY science of tumors [n -GIES] 

ONTOGENY EGNNOOTY development of individual organism [n -NIES] 

ONTOLOGY GLNOOOTY branch of philosophy that deals with being [n -GIES] 

OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S] 

ORANGERY AEGNORRY place where orange trees are cultivated [n -RIES] 
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ORANGIER AEGINORR ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY [adj] 

ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj] 

ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S] 

OROGENIC CEGINOOR OROGENY, process of mountain formation [adj] 

OTOLOGIC CGILOOOT OTOLOGY, science of ear [adj] 

OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OVERURGE EEGORRUV to urge too much [v -D, -GING, -S] 

OXYGENIC CEGINOXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [adj] 
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PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S] 

PAGINATE AAEGINPT to number pages of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PARAGOGE AAEGGOPR addition of sound or sounds at end of word [n -S] 

PARRIDGE ADEGIPRR porridge (soft food) [n -S] 

PATAGIAL AAAGILPT pertaining to patagium (wing membrane of bat) [adj] 

PATAGIUM AAGIMPTU wing membrane of bat [n -IA] 

PATHOGEN AEGHNOPT any disease-producing organism [n -S] 

PEDAGOGY ADEGGOPY work of teacher [n -GIES] 

PEDOLOGY DEGLOOPY scientific study of behavior and development of children [n -GIES] 

PELAGIAL AAEGILLP PELAGE, coat or covering of mammal [adj] 

PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS [n] 

PENOLOGY EGLNOOPY science of punishment of crime [n -GIES] 

PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S] 

PHOSGENE EEGHNOPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PIGEONRY EGINOPRY place for keeping pigeons [n -RIES] 

PILLAGER AEGILLPR one that pillages (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n -S] 

PILOTAGE AEGILOPT act of piloting (to control course of) [n -S] 

PINOTAGE AEGINOPT variety of red wine grape [n -S] 

PLAGIARY AAGILPRY act of passing off another's work as one's own [n -RIES] 

PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj] 

PLEDGEOR DEEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 

PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUSSAGE AEGLPSSU amount over and above another [n -S] 

PODGIEST DEGIOPST PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

POLYGENE EEGLNOPY type of gene (hereditary unit) [n -S] 

POMOLOGY GLMOOOPY study of fruits [n -GIES] 

PONGIEST EGINOPST PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

PORRIDGE DEGIOPRR soft food [n -S] 

PORRIDGY DGIOPRRY PORRIDGE, soft food [adj] 
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POSOLOGY GLOOOPSY branch of medicine that deals with drug dosages [n -GIES] 

POUNDAGE ADEGNOPU act of impounding (to seize and retain in legal custody) [n -S] 

PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRESAGER AEEGPRRS one that presages (to foretell (to tell of or about in advance)) [n -S] 

PRESTIGE EEGIPRST distinction or reputation in eyes of people [n -S] 

PROGERIA AEGIOPRR premature aging [n -S] 

PROMULGE EGLMOPRU to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PROTEGEE EEEGOPRT female protege (one whose career is promoted by influential person) [n -S] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n] 

PUDGIEST DEGIPSTU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUGGIEST EGGIPSTU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUGILISM GIILMPSU art or practice of fighting with fists [n -S] 

PUGILIST GIILPSTU one who fights with his fists [n -S] 

PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES] 

PUPILAGE AEGILPPU state of being pupil [n -S] 

PYGIDIAL ADGIILPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [adj] 

PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA] 

PYOGENIC CEGINOPY producing pus [adj] 

PYROLOGY GLOOPRYY scientific examination of materials by heat [n -GIES] 
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RAGINGLY AGGILNRY in furious manner [adv] 

RAMPAGER AAEGMPRR one that rampages (to move about wildly or violently) [n -S] 

RANGIEST AEGINRST RANGY, tall and slender [adj] 

RAVAGING AAGGINRV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

REAGINIC ACEGIINR REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [adj] 

RECHANGE ACEEGHNR CHANGE, to make different [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RECHARGE ACEEGHRR CHARGE, to accuse formally [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REDAMAGE AADEEGMR DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REDIGEST DEEGIRST DIGEST, to render food usable for body [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REEMERGE EEEEGMRR EMERGE, to come out into view [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REENGAGE AEEEGGNR ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REFUGING EFGGINRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v] 

REFUGIUM EFGIMRUU stable area during period of continental climactic change [n -IA] 

REGICIDE CDEEGIIR killing of king [n -S] 

REGIMENT EEGIMNRT to form into military units [v R-ED, -ING, -S] 

REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S] 

REGISTER EEGIRRST to record officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGISTRY EGIRRSTY act of registering (to record officially) [n -TIES] 

RELIGION EGIILNOR worship of god or supernatural [n -S] 

REMIGIAL AEGIILMR REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [adj] 

RENEGING EEGGINNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v] 
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REPLEDGE DEEEGLPR PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES] 

RIDGIEST DEGIIRST RIDGY, having ridges [adj] 

RIGIDEST DEGIIRST RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj] 

RIGIDIFY DFGIIIRY to make rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

RIGIDITY DGIIIRTY state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [n -TIES] 

ROUGHAGE AEGGHORU coarse, bulky food [n -S] 
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SABOTAGE AABEGOST to destroy maliciously [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SAVAGING AAGGINSV SAVAGE, to attack or treat brutally [v] 

SAVAGISM AAGIMSSV savagery (quality of being savage) [n -S] 

SCAVENGE ACEEGNSV to search through rubbish for usable items [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCROUNGE CEGNORSU to gather by foraging [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (uncle(free from dirt or stain)) [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

SCUNGILE CEGILNSU conch used as food [n -LI] 

SEDGIEST DEEGISST SEDGY, abounding in sedge [adj] 

SELVEDGE DEEEGLSV selvage (edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling) [n -S] 

SEROLOGY EGLOORSY science of serums [n -GIES] 

SEWERAGE AEEEGRSW sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S] 

SEXOLOGY EGLOOSXY study of human sexual behavior [n -GIES] 

SHORTAGE AEGHORST insufficient supply or amount [n -S] 

SINOLOGY GILNOOSY study of Chinese [n -GIES] 

SITOLOGY GILOOSTY science of nutrition and diet [n -GIES] 

SLEDGING DEGGILNS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v] 

SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S] 

SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj] 

SLUDGING DGGILNSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v] 

SMALLAGE AAEGLLMS wild celery [n -S] 

SMUDGIER DEGIMRSU SMUDGY, smudged [adj] 

SMUDGILY DGILMSUY SMUDGY, smudged [adv] 

SMUDGING DGGIMNSU act of smearing (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n -S] / SMUDGE, to smear or dirty [v] 

SPARGING AGGINPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v] 

SPILLAGE AEGILLPS something that is spilled [n -S] 

SPOILAGE AEGILOPS something that is spoiled or wasted [n -S] 

SPONGIER EGINOPRS SPONGY, resembling sponge [adj] 

SPONGILY GILNOPSY in spongy manner [adv] 

SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v] 

STAGIEST AEGISSTT STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj] 

STEALAGE AAEEGLST theft (act of stealing (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

STEERAGE AEEEGRST act of steering (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STILLAGE AEGILLST low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S] 

STINGIER EGIINRST STINGY, unwilling to spend or give [adj] 

STINGILY GIILNSTY in stingy manner [adv] 

STOCKAGE ACEGKOST amount of supplies on hand [n -S] 
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STODGIER DEGIORST STODGY, boring [adj] 

STODGILY DGILOSTY STODGY, boring [adv] 

STODGING DGGINOST STODGE, to stuff full with food [v] 

STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight m[v] 

STOPPAGE AEGOPPST act of stopping (to discontinue progress or motion of) [n -S] 

STRATEGY AEGRSTTY plan for obtaining specific goal [n -GIES] 

STRAVAGE AAEGRSTV to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

STUMPAGE AEGMPSTU uncut marketable timber [n -S] 

SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S] 

SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S] 

SUFFRAGE AEFFGRSU right to vote [n -S] 

SURGICAL ACGILRSU pertaining to surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [adj] 

SYNERGIA AEGINRSY synergy (combined action) [n -S] 

SYNERGIC CEGINRSY SYNERGY, combined action [adj] 

SYZYGIAL AGILSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj] 
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TALEGGIO AEGGILOT soft creamy cheese [n -S] 

TANGENCE ACEEGNNT tangency (state of being in immediate physical contact) [n -S] 

TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES] 

TANGIBLE ABEGILNT something palpable [n -S] 

TANGIBLY ABGILNTY palpably (capable of being felt) [adv] 

TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S] 

THEOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of religion [n -GIES] 

THEURGIC CEGHIRTU THEURGY, divine intervention in human affairs [adj] 

THIRLAGE AEGHILRT obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S] 

TINGEING EGGIINNT TINGE, to apply trace of color to [v] 

TOCOLOGY CGLOOOTY branch of medicine dealing with childbirth [n -GIES] 

TOKOLOGY GKLOOOTY tocology (branch of medicine dealing with childbirth) [n -S] 

TOPOLOGY GLOOOPTY branch of mathematics [n -GIES] 

TRACKAGE AACEGKRT track system of railroad [n -S] 

TRAGICAL AACGILRT of nature of tragedy [adj] 

TRIAGING AGGIINRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v] 

TRUCKAGE ACEGKRTU transportation of goods by trucks [n -S] 

TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S] 

TRUDGING DGGINRTU TRUDGE, to walk tiredly [v] 

TURGENCY CEGNRTUY turgor (quality or state of being turgid) [n -CIES] 

TURGIDLY DGILRTUY TURGID, swollen [adv] 

TUTELAGE AEEGLTTU act of tutoring (to instruct privately) [n -S] 

TUTORAGE AEGORTTU tutelage (act of tutoring (to instruct privately)) [n -S] 

TWINGING GGIINNTW TWINGE, to affect with sharp pain [v] 

TYPOLOGY GLOOPTYY study of classification according to common characteristics [n -GIES] 
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UMPIRAGE AEGIMPRU function of umpire [n -S] 
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UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCAGING ACGGINNU UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

UNCHARGE ACEGHNRU to acquit (to free or clear from charge of fault or crime) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UNDERAGE ADEEGNRU shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n -S] 

URGINGLY GGILNRUY in urging manner [adv] 

UROLOGIC CGILOORU UROLOGY, branch of medicine dealing with urinary tract [adj] 

UROPYGIA AGIOPRUY humps from which birds' tail feathers grow [n] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

V 

VAGILITY AGIILTVY freedom of movement [n -TIES] 

VAGINATE AAEGINTV enclosed in sheath [adj] 

VEGETANT AEEGNTTV characteristic of plant life [adj] 

VEGETATE AEEEGTTV to grow in manner of plant [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VEGETIST EEGISTTV one that eats only plant products [n -S] 

VEGETIVE EEEGITVV growing or capable of growing [adj] 

VENGEFUL EEFGLNUV seeking to avenge [adj] 

VENOLOGY EGLNOOVY study of veins [n -GIES] 

VERBIAGE ABEEGIRV excess of words [n -S] 

VERGENCE CEEEGNRV movement of one eye in relation to other [n -S] 

VESTIGIA AEGIISTV vestiges (visible sign of something that is no longer in existence) [n] 

VICARAGE AACEGIRV office of vicar [n -S] 

VICINAGE ACEGIINV vicinity (region near or about place) [n -S] 

VIGILANT AGIILNTV watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

VILLAGER AEGILLRV one who lives in village [n -S] 

VILLAGEY AEGILLVY pertaining to or characteristic of village [adj -GIER, -GIEST] 

VINTAGER AEGINRTV one that harvests wine grapes [n -S] 

VIRGINAL AGIILNRV musical instrument [n -S] 

VIROLOGY GILOORVY study of viruses [n -GIES] 

VLOGGING GGGILNOV VLOG, to blog video material [v] 

VOYAGEUR AEGORUVY person employed by fur company to transport goods between distant stations [n -S] 

VOYAGING AGGINOVY action of travelling over or across, especially by sea [n -S] / VOYAGE, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

W 

WAGERING AEGGINRW act of risking something on uncertain outcome [n -S] / WAGER, to risk on uncertain outcome [v] 

WAGONAGE AAEGGNOW conveyance by wagon [n -S] 

WATERAGE AAEEGRTW conveyance of goods by water [n -S] 

WEDGIEST DEEGISTW WEDGY, resembling wedge [adj] 

WHANGING AGGHINNW WHANG, to beat with whip [v] 

WHARFAGE AAEFGHRW use of wharf [n -S] 

WHINGIER EGHIINRW WHINGY, tending to whinge [adj] 

WHINGING GGHIINNW WHINGE, to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound) [v] 

WRECKAGE ACEEGKRW act of wrecking (to cause ruin of) [n -S] 

WRINGING GGIINNRW WRING, to twist so as to compress [v] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 
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X 

XENOGENY EEGNNOXY supposed production of offspring totally different from parent [n -NIES] 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

Y 

 

Soft G (“juh”) Sound 8s 

Z 

ZOOGENIC CEGINOOZ caused by animals or their activities [adj] 

ZOOLOGIC CGILOOOZ ZOOLOGY, science that deals with animals [adj] 

ZYMOGENE EEGMNOYZ zymogen (substance that develops into enzyme when suitably activated) [n -S] 

ZYMOLOGY GLMOOYYZ science of fermentation [n -GIES] 


	A
	ABRIDGER ABDEGIRR one that abridges (to reduce length of) [n -S]
	ABSTERGE ABEEGRST to cleanse by wiping [v -D, -GING, -S]
	AEROLOGY AEGLOORY study of atmosphere [n -GIES]
	AGENESIA AAEEGINS agenesis (absence or imperfect development of bodily part) [n -S]
	AGENETIC ACEEGINT AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [adj]
	AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj]
	AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S] / AGENT, to act as representative for [v]
	AGENTIVE AEEGINTV word part that denotes doer of action [n -S]
	AGERATUM AAEGMRTU flowering plant [n -S]
	AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S]
	AGISTING AGGIINST AGIST, to feed and take care of for fee, as livestock [v]
	AGITABLE AABEGILT AGITATE, to move with violent, irregular action [adj]
	AGITATOR AAGIORTT one that agitates (to move with violent, irregular action) [n -S]
	AGITPROP AGIOPPRT pro-Communist propaganda [n -S]
	ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S]
	ALGICIDE ACDEGIIL substance used to kill algae [n -S]
	ALGIDITY ADGIILTY coldness (state of being cold (having little or no warmth)) [n -TIES]
	ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S]
	ALGOLOGY AGGLLOOY study of algae [n -GIES]
	ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S]
	ALLEGING AEGGILLN ALLEGE, to assert without proof or before proving [v]
	ALLERGEN AEEGLLNR substance capable of inducing allergy [n -S]
	ALLERGIC ACEGILLR pertaining to allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [adj]
	ALLERGIN AEGILLNR allergen (substance capable of inducing allergy) [n -S]
	ALMAGEST AAEGLMST medieval treatise on astrology or alchemy [n -S]
	ALOGICAL AACGILLO being outside bounds of that to which logic can apply [adj]
	AMIDOGEN ADEGIMNO univalent chemical radical [n -S]
	AMPERAGE AAEEGMPR strength of electric current expressed in amperes [n -S]
	AMYLOGEN AEGLMNOY amylose (relatively soluble component of starch) [n -S]
	ANAGOGIC AACGGINO ANAGOGE, spiritual interpretation of words [adj]
	ANALOGIC AACGILNO pertaining to analogy (resemblance in some respects between things otherwise unlike) [adj]
	ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S]
	ANGELICA AACEGILN aromatic herb [n -S]
	ANGELING AEGGILNN ANGEL, to support financially [v]
	ANGINOSE AEGINNOS ANGINA, disease marked by spasmodic attacks of intense pain [adj]
	ANTALGIC AACGILNT anodyne (medicine that relieves pain) [n -S]
	ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S]
	ANTILOGY AGILNOTY contradiction in terms or ideas [n -GIES]
	APAGOGIC AACGGIOP APAGOGE, establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [adj]
	APIOLOGY AGILOOPY study of bees [n -GIES]
	APOLOGIA AAGILOOP formal justification or defense [n -S, -E]
	APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S]
	APPANAGE AAAEGNPP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S]
	AREOLOGY AEGLOORY study of planet Mars [n -GIES]
	ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj]
	ARGENTIC ACEGINRT ARGENT, silver [adj]
	ARGENTUM AEGMNRTU silver [n -S]
	ARGINASE AAEGINRS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S]
	ARGININE AEGIINNR amino acid [n -S]
	ARMIGERO AEGIMORR armiger (one who carries armor of knight) [n -S]
	ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S]
	ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S]
	ASSUAGER AAEGRSSU one that assuages (to make less severe) [n -S]
	ASTRINGE AEGINRST to bind or draw together [v -D, -GING, -S]
	AUTOGENY AEGNOTUY production of living organisms from inanimate matter [n -NIES]
	AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S]
	AVENGING AEGGINNV AVENGE, to exact retribution for [v]
	AXIOLOGY AGILOOXY study of values and value judgments [n -GIES]
	B
	BADGERLY ABDEGLRY bothersome [adj]
	BADINAGE AABDEGIN to banter (to exchange mildly teasing remarks) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S]
	BARGELLO ABEGLLOR needlepoint stitch that makes zigzag pattern [n -S]
	BARGEMAN AABEGMNR master or crew member of barge [n -MEN]
	BARONAGE AABEGNOR rank of baron [n -S]
	BECUDGEL BCDEEGLU to cudgel thoroughly [v -ED, -LING, -S, -LLED, -LLING, -S]
	BEFRINGE BEEFGINR to border with fringe [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BEGRUDGE BDEEGGRU to concede reluctantly [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BERGENIA ABEEGINR flowering plant [n -S]
	BESIEGER BEEEGIRS one that besieges (to surround (to extend completely around)) [n -S]
	BESMUDGE BDEEGMSU to smudge (to smear or dirty) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	BEVERAGE ABEEEGRV liquid for drinking [n -S]
	BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES]
	BILGIEST BEGIILST BILGY, smelling like seepage [adj]
	BINGEING BEGGIINN act of indulging in something to excess [n -S] / BINGE, to indulge in something to excess [v]
	BIOGENIC BCEGIINO produced by living organisms [adj]
	BIOLOGIC BCGIILOO drug obtained from organic source [n -S]
	BIRDCAGE ABCDEGIR cage for birds [n -S]
	BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S]
	BLOCKAGE ABCEGKLO act of blocking (to obstruct (to get in way of)) [n -S]
	BLUDGEON BDEGLNOU to hit with club [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BLUDGING BDGGILNU BLUDGE, to avoid work [v]
	BLUNGING BGGILNNU BLUNGE, to mix clay with water [v]
	BOURGEON BEGNOORU to burgeon (to develop rapidly) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BRAKEAGE AABEEGKR act of braking (to slow down or stop) [n -S]
	BRASSAGE AABEGRSS fee for coining money [n -S]
	BREAKAGE AABEEGKR act of breaking (to reduce to fragments) [n -S]
	BRIDGING BDGGIINR bracing (brace or reinforcement) [n -S] / BRIDGE, to connect (to join together) [v]
	BROCKAGE ABCEGKOR imperfectly minted coin [n -S]
	BRYOLOGY BGLOORYY study of mosses [n -GIES]
	BUDGETER BDEEGRTU one that budgets (to estimate expenditures) [n -S]
	BULGIEST BEGILSTU BULGY, bulging [adj]
	C
	CABBAGEY AABBCEGY resembling cabbage (leafy vegetable) [adj]
	CABOTAGE AABCEGOT coastal trade [n -S]
	CAGELIKE ACEEGIKL resembling cage (enclosure) [adj]
	CAGELING ACEGGILN caged bird [n -S]
	CAMBOGIA AABCGIMO gum resin [n -S]
	CARAGEEN AACEEGNR edible seaweed [n -S]
	CARRIAGE AACEGIRR wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle [n -S]
	CETOLOGY CEGLOOTY study of whales [n -GIES]
	CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S]
	CHANGING ACGGHINN CHANGE, to make different [v]
	CHANTAGE AACEGHNT blackmail [n -S]
	CHARGING ACGGHINR illegal play in hockey [n -S] / CHARGE, to accuse formally [v]
	CHEMURGY CEGHMRUY branch of applied chemistry [n -GIES]
	CHORAGIC ACCGHIOR CHORAGUS, leader of chorus or choir [adj]
	CLEAVAGE AACEEGLV act of cleaving (to split or divide) [n -S]
	COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES]
	COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv]
	COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COLLAGEN ACEGLLNO protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S]
	COLLEGER CEEGLLOR student supported by funds from his college [n -S]
	COLLEGIA ACEGILLO soviet executive councils [n]
	COMANAGE AACEGMNO to manage jointly [v -D, -GING, -S]
	CONGENER CEEGNNOR one of same kind or class [n -S]
	CONTAGIA AACGINOT causative agents of infectious diseases [n]
	CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S]
	COTTAGER ACEGORTT one that lives in small house [n -S]
	COTTAGEY ACEGOTTY resembling small house [adj]
	COVERAGE ACEEGORV extent to which something is covered [n -S]
	COXALGIA AACGILOX pain in hip [n -S]
	COXALGIC ACCGILOX COXALGIA, pain in hip [adj]
	COZENAGE ACEEGNOZ practice of cozening [n -S]
	CRANNOGE ACEGNNOR crannog (artificial island) [n -S]
	CREEPAGE ACEEEGPR gradual movement [n -S]
	CRIBBAGE ABBCEGIR card game [n -S]
	CRINGING CGGIINNR CRINGE, to shrink in fear [v]
	CRYOGENY CEGNORYY branch of physics [n -NIES]
	CUDGELER CDEEGLRU one that cudgels (to beat with heavy club) [n -S]
	CULTIGEN CEGILNTU cultivar (variety of plant originating under cultivation) [n -S]
	CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S]
	CYMOGENE CEEGMNOY volatile compound [n -S]
	CYTOGENY CEGNOTYY formation of cells [n -NIES]
	CYTOLOGY CGLOOTYY study of cells [n -GIES]
	D
	DAMAGING AADGGIMN DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v]
	DEGENDER DDEEEGNR to remove references to person's gender [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DELUGING DEGGILNU DELUGE, to flood (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [v]
	DEMERGER DEEEGMRR to demerge (to remove division from corporation) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	DEMIURGE DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S]
	DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder (to put out of order)) [n -S]
	DERINGER DEEGINRR short-barreled pistol [n -S]
	DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S]
	DIALLAGE AADEGILL mineral [n -S]
	DIALOGIC ACDGIILO conversational [adj]
	DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n]
	DIGESTER DEEGIRST apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed [n -S]
	DIGESTIF DEFGIIST alcoholic drink taken after meal [n -S]
	DIGESTOR DEGIORST digester (apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed) [n -S]
	DIGITATE ADEGIITT having digits [adj]
	DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj]
	DINGIEST DEGIINST DINGY, grimy (dirty (uncle(clean))) [adj]
	DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S]
	DIPLEGIC CDEGIILP DIPLEGIA, paralysis of same part on both sides of body [adj]
	DIRGEFUL DEFGILRU DIRGE, funeral song [adj]
	DISGORGE DEGGIORS to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DISLODGE DDEGILOS to remove from firm position [v -D, -GING, -S]
	DIVULGER DEGILRUV one that divulges (to reveal (to make known)) [n -S]
	DODGIEST DDEGIOST DODGY, evasive (tending to evade) [adj]
	DOGESHIP DEGHIOPS office of doge [n -S]
	DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES]
	DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S]
	DREDGING DDEGGINR matter that is dredged up [n -S] / DREDGE, to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud) [v]
	DREGGIER DEEGGIRR DREGGY, full of dregs [adj]
	DRESSAGE ADEEGRSS training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S]
	DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S]
	DRUDGERY DDEGRRUY hard, menial, or tedious work [n -RIES]
	DRUDGING DDGGINRU DRUDGE, to do hard, menial, or tedious work [v]
	DUNGIEST DEGINSTU DUNGY, filthy (offensively dirty) [adj]
	DYSGENIC CDEGINSY causing deterioration of hereditary qualities [adj]
	E
	ECOLOGIC CCEGILOO ECOLOGY, environmental science [adj]
	ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S]
	EDGEWISE DEEEGISW sideways (toward or from one side) [adv]
	EFFIGIAL AEFFGIIL resembling effigy (likeness or representation) [adj]
	EGESTING EEGGINST EGEST, to discharge from body [v]
	EGESTION EEGINOST act of egesting (to discharge from body) [n -S]
	EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj]
	ELIGIBLE BEEGIILL one that is qualified to be chosen [n -S]
	ELIGIBLY BEGIILLY in qualified manner [adv]
	EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S]
	EMERGING EEGGIMNR EMERGE, to come out into view [v]
	ENCAGING ACEGGINN ENCAGE, to confine in cage [v]
	ENDAMAGE AADEEGMN to damage (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ENDANGER ADEEGNNR to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES]
	ENERGISE EEEGINRS to energize (to give energy to) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	ENERGIZE EEEGINRZ to give energy to [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	ENGAGING AEGGGINN ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v]
	ENGENDER DEEEGNNR to bring into existence [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENGINEER EEEGINNR to carry through or manage by contrivance [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENGINERY EEGINNRY machinery [n -RIES]
	ENGINING EGGIINNN ENGINE, to equip with machinery [v]
	ENLARGER AEEGLNRR device used to enlarge photographs [n -S]
	ENRAGING AEGGINNR ENRAGE, to make very angry [v]
	ENSILAGE AEEGILNS to ensile (to store in silo) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ENVISAGE AEEGINSV to form mental image of [v -D, -GING, -S]
	EPIGENIC CEEGIINP pertaining to change in mineral character of rock [adj]
	EQUIPAGE AEEGIPQU carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n -S]
	ERIGERON EEGINORR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S]
	EROGENIC CEEGINOR arousing sexual desire [adj]
	ERYNGIUM EGIMNRUY plant of parsley family [n -S]
	ESOPHAGI AEGHIOPS tubes connecting mouth to stomach [n]
	ESTRANGE AEEGNRST to alienate (to make indifferent or unfriendly) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	ESTROGEN EEGNORST female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus [n -S]
	ETHOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of animal behavior [n -GIES]
	ETIOLOGY EGILOOTY study of causes of diseases [n -GIES]
	EUGENIST EEGINSTU student of eugenics [n -S]
	EULOGIAE AEEGILOU EULOGIA, holy bread [n]
	EULOGISE EEGILOSU to eulogize (to praise highly) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	EULOGIST EGILOSTU one that eulogizes (to praise highly) [n -S]
	EULOGIUM EGILMOUU eulogy (formal expression of high praise) [n -S, -IA]
	EULOGIZE EEGILOUZ to praise highly [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	EXCHANGE ACEEGHNX to give and receive reciprocally [v -D, -GING, -S]
	EXEGETIC CEEEGITX EXEGESIS, critical explanation or analysis [adj]
	EXIGENCE CEEEGINX exigency (urgency (quality of being urgent)) [n S]
	EXIGENCY CEEGINXY urgency (quality of being urgent) [n -CIES]
	EXIGIBLE BEEGIILX liable to be demanded [adj]
	EXOERGIC CEEGIORX releasing energy [adj]
	EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj]
	EXPUNGER EEGNPRUX one that expunges (to delete (to remove written or printed matter)) [n -S]
	F
	FERRIAGE AEEFGIRR transportation by ferry [n -S]
	FETOLOGY EFGLOOTY branch of medicine dealing with fetus [n -GIES]
	FIDGETER DEEFGIRT one that fidgets (to move nervously or restlessly) [n -S]
	FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n]
	FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S] / FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v]
	FLEDGIER DEEFGILR FLEDGY, covered with feathers [adj]
	FLEDGING DEFGGILN FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v]
	FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid)) [n -S]
	FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S]
	FLORIGEN EFGILNOR plant hormone [n -S]
	FORAGING AFGGINOR FORAGE, to search about [v]
	FORJUDGE DEFGJORU to deprive by judgment of court [v -D, -GING, -S]
	FRIGIDLY DFGIILRY FRIGID, very cold [adv]
	FRINGIER EFGIINRR FRINGY, resembling fringe [adj]
	FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S] / FRINGE, to provide with fringe (ornamental border) [v]
	FRONTAGE AEFGNORT front of building or lot [n -S]
	FROTTAGE AEFGORTT masturbation by rubbing against another person [n -S]
	FRUITAGE AEFGIRTU process of bearing fruit [n -S]
	FUDGIEST DEFGISTU FUDGY, resembling fudge (soft, sweet candy) [adj]
	FUGITIVE EFGIITUV one who flees [n -S]
	FUNGIBLE BEFGILNU something that may be exchanged for equivalent unit of same class [n -S]
	FUSELAGE AEEFGLSU body of airplane [n -S]
	G
	GADGETRY ADEGGRTY devising or constructing of gadgets [n -RIES]
	GAGEABLE AABEEGGL GAGE, to pledge as security [adj]
	GARAGING AAGGGINR GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v]
	GARBAGEY AABEGGRY GARBAGE, food waste [adj]
	GASOGENE AEEGGNOS gazogene (apparatus for carbonating liquids) [n -S]
	GAZOGENE AEEGGNOZ apparatus for carbonating liquids [n -S]
	GEEPOUND DEEGNOPU unit of mass [n -S]
	GELATINE AEEGILNT gelatin (glutinous substance) [n -S]
	GELATING AEGGILNT GELATE, to gel (to become like jelly) [v]
	GELATION AEGILNOT process of gelling [n -S]
	GELIDITY DEGIILTY iciness (state of being icy (covered with ice)) [n -TIES]
	GELLANTS AEGLLNST GELLANT, substance used to produce gelling [n]
	GELSEMIA AEEGILMS medicinal plant roots [n]
	GEMATRIA AAEGIMRT cabalistic method of interpreting Scriptures [n -S]
	GEMINATE AEEGIMNT to arrange in pairs [v -D, -TING, -S]
	GEMMIEST EEGIMMST GEMMY, resembling gem [adj]
	GEMOLOGY EGGLMOOY science of gems [n -GIES]
	GEMSBUCK BCEGKMSU gemsbok (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n -S]
	GEMSTONE EEGMNOST precious stone [n -S]
	GENDARME ADEEGMNR policeman [n -S]
	GENDERED DDEEEGNR GENDER, to engender (to bring into existence) [v]
	GENERATE AEEEGNRT to bring into existence [v -D, -TING, -S]
	GENERICS CEEGINRS GENERIC, type of drug [n]
	GENEROUS EEGNORSU willing to give [adj]
	GENETICS CEEGINST science of heredity [n]
	GENIALLY AEGILLNY GENIAL, having pleasant or friendly manner [adv]
	GENIPAPO AEGINOPP genipap (tropical tree) [n -S]
	GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n]
	GENITIVE EEGIINTV grammatical case [n -S]
	GENIUSES EEGINSSU GENIUS, exceptional natural aptitude [n]
	GENNAKER AEEGKNNR spinnaker sail [n -S]
	GENOCIDE CDEEGINO deliberate extermination of national or racial group [n -S]
	GENOGRAM AEGGMNOR diagram of history of behavior patterns of family [n -S]
	GENOMICS CEGIMNOS study of genomes [n]
	GENOTYPE EEGNOPTY genetic constitution of organism [n -S]
	GENTLEST EEGLNSTT GENTLE, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj]
	GENTLING EGGILNNT GENTLE, to tame (to make tame) [v]
	GENTRICE CEEGINRT good breeding [n -S]
	GENTRIES EEGINRST GENTRY, people of high social class [n]
	GENTRIFY EFGINRTY to renew decayed urban area so as to attract middle-class residents [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	GEOCACHE ACCEEGHO to search for hidden items by using Global Positioning System device as part of game [v -D, -HING, -S]
	GEODESIC CDEEGIOS geometric line [n -S]
	GEODETIC CDEEGIOT pertaining to geodesy (geographical surveying) [adj]
	GEODUCKS CDEGKOSU GEODUCK, large, edible clam [n]
	GEOGNOSY EGGNOOSY branch of geology [n -SIES]
	GEOLOGER EEGGLOOR specialist in geology [n -S]
	GEOLOGIC CEGGILOO GEOLOGY, science that deals with origin and structure of earth [adj]
	GEOMANCY ACEGMNOY method of foretelling future by geographical features [n -CIES]
	GEOMETER EEEGMORT specialist in geometry [n -S]
	GEOMETRY EEGMORTY branch of mathematics [n -RIES]
	GEOPHAGY AEGGHOPY practice of eating earthy substances [n -GIES]
	GEOPHONE EEGHNOOP device that detects vibrations in earth [n -S]
	GEOPHYTE EEGHOPTY plant having underground buds [n -S]
	GEOPONIC CEGINOOP pertaining to farming (business of operating farm) [adj]
	GEOPROBE BEEGOOPR spacecraft for exploring space near earth [n -S]
	GEOTAXIS AEGIOSTX movement of organism in response to gravity [n -XES]
	GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S]
	GERANIOL AEGILNOR alcohol used in perfumes [n -S]
	GERANIUM AEGIMNRU flowering plant [n -S]
	GERARDIA AADEGIRR herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S]
	GERBILLE BEEGILLR gerbil (burrowing rodent) [n -S]
	GERMANIC ACEGIMNR containing germanium (metallic element) [adj]
	GERMFREE EEEFGMRR free from germs [adj]
	GERMIEST EEGIMRST GERMY, full of germs [adj]
	GERMINAL AEGILMNR being in earliest stage of development [adj]
	GERMLIKE EEGIKLMR resembling germ (microorganism that causes disease) [adj]
	GERONTIC CEGINORT pertaining to old age [adj]
	GESNERIA AEEGINRS designating type of flowering plant [adj]
	GESTICAL ACEGILST gestic (pertaining to bodily motion) [adj]
	GESTURAL AEGLRSTU pertaining to or consisting of gestures (expressive bodily motions) [adj]
	GESTURER EEGRRSTU one that gestures (to express by bodily motion) [n -S]
	GIANTESS AEGINSST female giant (person or thing of great size) [n -ES]
	GIANTISM AGIIMNST condition of being giant [n -S]
	GIBBERED BBDEEGIR GIBBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v]
	GIBBETED BBDEEGIT GIBBET, to execute by hanging [v]
	GIBINGLY BGGIILNY GIBE, to jeer (to mock (to ridicule (to make fun of))) [adv]
	GIGANTIC ACGGIINT huge (very large) [adj]
	GIMCRACK ACCGIKMR gewgaw (showy trinket) [n -S]
	GINGELEY EEGGILNY gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S]
	GINGELLI EGGIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S]
	GINGELLY EGGILLNY sesame seed or its oil [n -LIES]
	GINGERED DEEGGINR GINGER, to flavor with ginger (pungent spice) [v]
	GINGERLY EGGILNRY in careful manner [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	GINGILLI GGIIILLN gingelly (sesame seed or its oil) [n -S]
	GINNIEST EGIINNST GINNY, affected with gin (strong liquor) [adj]
	GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S]
	GIPSYING GGIINPSY GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v]
	GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj]
	GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S]
	GIRASOLE AEGILORS girasol (variety of opal) [n -S]
	GIVEABLE ABEEGILV GIVE, to transfer freely to another's possession [adj]
	GLYCOGEN CEGGLNOY carbohydrate [n -S]
	GORGEDLY DEGGLORY GORGE, to stuff with food [adv]
	GORGERIN EGGINORR part of column [n -S]
	GRAFTAGE AAEFGGRT process of grafting [n -S]
	GRILLAGE AEGGILLR framework of timber [n -S]
	GROUPAGE AEGGOPRU arranging of persons or things into groups [n -S]
	GRUDGING DGGGINRU GRUDGE, to be unwilling to give or admit [v]
	GRUNGIER EGGINRRU GRUNGY, dirty (unclean (free from dirt or stain)) [adj]
	GYMKHANA AAGHKMNY athletic meet [n -S]
	GYMNASIA AAGIMNSY gyms (room for athletic activities) [n]
	GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY of or pertaining to gypsies [adj]
	GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY realm of gypsies [n -S]
	GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v]
	GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY resembling gypsy [adj]
	GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies [n -S]
	GYRATING AGGINRTY GYRATE, to revolve or rotate [v]
	GYRATION AGINORTY act of gyrating (to revolve or rotate) [n -S]
	GYRATORY AGORRTYY moving in circle or spiral [adj]
	GYROIDAL ADGILORY spiral in arrangement [adj]
	GYROSTAT AGORSTTY type of stabilizing device [n -S]
	H
	HARDEDGE ADDEEGHR geometric painting [n -S]
	HEDGEHOG DEEGGHHO small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates) [n -S]
	HEDGEHOP DEEGHHOP to fly near ground [v -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	HEDGEPIG DEEGGHIP hedgehog (small mammal (any of class of warm-blooded vertebrates)) [n -S]
	HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S]
	HEDGIEST DEEGHIST HEDGY, abounding in hedges [adj]
	HEGEMONY EEGHMNOY great authority [n -NIES]
	HELOTAGE AEEGHLOT helotism (slavery or serfdom) [n -S]
	HERITAGE AEEGHIRT something that is inherited [n -S]
	HIERURGY EGHIRRUY rite of worship [n -GIES]
	HISTOGEN EGHINOST interior plant tissue [n -S]
	HOMAGING AGGHIMNO HOMAGE, to pay tribute to [v]
	HOMEPAGE AEEGHMOP main page of website [n -S]
	HOMOGENY EGHMNOOY correspondence in form or structure [n -NIES]
	HOMOLOGY GHLMOOOY similarity in structure [n -GIES]
	HONGIING GGHIINNO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v]
	HOROLOGE EGHLOOOR timepiece [n -S]
	HOROLOGY GHLOOORY science of measuring time [n -GIES]
	HYALOGEN AEGHLNOY substance found in animal cells [n -S]
	HYDROGEL DEGHLORY colloid (type of chemical suspension) [n -S]
	HYDROGEN DEGHNORY gaseous element [n -S]
	HYGIEIST EGHIISTY hygeist (expert in hygiene) [n -S]
	HYGIENIC CEGHIINY HYGIENE, science of health [adj]
	HYPOGEAL AEGHLOPY underground [adj]
	HYPOGEAN AEGHNOPY hypogeal (underground) [adj]
	HYPOGENE EEGHNOPY formed underground [adj]
	HYPOGEUM EGHMOPUY underground chamber [n -S]
	I
	IDEALOGY ADEGILOY ideology (systematic body of ideas) [n -GIES]
	IDEOLOGY DEGILOOY systematic body of ideas [n -GIES]
	IMAGINAL AAGIILMN pertaining to imago (adult insect) [adj]
	IMAGINER AEGIIMNR one that imagines (to form mental picture of) [n -S]
	IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide (to come together with violent impact)) [n -S]
	IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	INCAGING ACGGIINN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v]
	INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S]
	INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S]
	INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S]
	INFRINGE EFGIINNR to violate oath or law [v -D, -GING, -S]
	INTERAGE AEEGINRT including persons of various ages [adj]
	ISAGOGIC ACGGIIOS branch of theology [n -S]
	ISOGENIC CEGIINOS genetically similar [adj]
	J
	JUDGIEST DEGIJSTU JUDGEY, judgy (judgemental) [adj] / JUDGY [adj]
	K
	KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S]
	KLUDGIER DEGIKLRU KLUDGEY, kludgy (involving or put together with ill-fitting components) [adj] / KLUDGY [adj]
	KLUDGING DGGIKLNU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v]
	L
	LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S]
	LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S]
	LARGESSE AEEGLRSS largess (generosity) [n -S]
	LAYERAGE AAEEGLRY method of plant propagation [n -S]
	LEDGIEST DEEGILST LEDGY, abounding in ledges [adj]
	LEGENDRY DEEGLNRY collection of legends [n -RIES]
	LEGERITY EEGILRTY quickness of mind or body [n -TOES]
	LEGGIERO EEGGILOR in light or graceful manner -- used as musical direction [adv]
	LETHARGY AEGHLRTY drowsiness; sluggishness [n -GIES]
	LEVERAGE AEEEGLRV to provide with type of economic advantage [v -D, -GING, -S]
	LIEGEMAN AEEGILMN feudal vassal [n -MEN]
	LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -RIES]
	LITHARGE AEGHILRT monoxide of lead [n -S]
	LITURGIC CGIILRTU LITURGY, prescribed system of public worship [adj]
	LOGICIAN ACGIILNO one who is skilled in logic [n -S]
	LOGICISE CEGIILOS to logicize (to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts)) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	LOGICIZE CEGIILOZ to reason (to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts) [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	LOGISTIC CGIILOST symbolic logic [n -S]
	LONGEING EGGILNNO LONGE, to guide horse by means of long rope [v]
	LONGERON EGLNNOOR longitudinal support of airplane [n -S]
	LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj]
	LOUNGING GGILNNOU LOUNGE, to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner [v]
	LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v]
	LYSOGENY EGLNOSYY state of being like lysogen [n -S]
	M
	MAGICIAN AACGIIMN one skilled in magic [n -S]
	MAGISTER AEGIMRST master or teacher [n -S]
	MANAGING AAGGIMNN MANAGE, to control or direct [v]
	MANGIEST AEGIMNST MANGY, affected with mange [adj] / MANGEY [adj]
	MARGINAL AAGILMNR one considered to be at lower or outer limit [n -S]
	MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S]
	MASHGIAH AAGHHIMS inspector of kosher establishments [n -IHIM]
	MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S]
	MENOLOGY EGLMNOOY ecclesiastical calendar [n -GIES]
	MERGENCE CEEEGMNR act of merging (to combine (to blend)) [n -S]
	MESSUAGE AEEGMSSU dwelling house with its adjacent buildings and land [n -S]
	METERAGE AEEEGMRT process of metering [n -S]
	MICRURGY CGIMRRUY use of minute tools under high magnification [n -GIES]
	MIDRANGE ADEGIMNR middle of range [n -S]
	MINGIEST EGIIMNST MINGY, mean and stingy [adj]
	MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S]
	MISGAUGE AEGGIMSU to gauge wrongly or inaccurately [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MISJUDGE DEGIJMSU to judge wrongly [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MISLODGE DEGILMOS to lodge in wrong place [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MISOLOGY GILMOOSY hatred of debate or reasoning [n -GIES]
	MISUSAGE AEGIMSSU incorrect use [n -S]
	MIXOLOGY GILMOOXY art of making mixed drinks [n -GIES]
	MONOGENY EGMNNOOY asexual reproduction [n -NIES]
	MONOGERM EGMMNOOR being fruit that produces single plant [adj]
	MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES]
	MORTGAGE AEGGMORT to pledge to creditor as security [v -D, -GING, -S]
	MUCILAGE ACEGILMU adhesive substance [n -S]
	MULTIAGE AEGILMTU including people of various ages [adj]
	MYCOLOGY CGLMOOYY branch of botany dealing with fungi [n -GIES]
	MYOGENIC CEGIMNOY originating in muscle tissue [adj]
	MYOLOGIC CGILMOOY MYOLOGY, study of muscles [adj]
	N
	NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -S]
	NEOLOGIC CEGILNOO NEOLOGY, new word or phrase [adj]
	NITROGEN EGINNORT gaseous element [n -S]
	NOMOLOGY GLMNOOOY science of law [n -GIES]
	NONIMAGE AEGIMNNO one having no celebrity status [n -S]
	NOODGING DGGINNOO NOODGE, to nag (to find fault incessantly) [v]
	NOSOLOGY GLNOOOSY classification of diseases [n -GIES]
	NUTSEDGE DEEGNSTU nutgrass (perennial herb) [n -S]
	O
	OBLIGING BGGIILNO OBLIGE, to put in one's debt by favor or service [v]
	OECOLOGY CEGLOOOY ecology (environmental science) [n -GIES]
	OENOLOGY EGLNOOOY study of wines [n -GIES]
	OFFSTAGE AEFFGOST part of stage not visible to audience [n -S]
	OINOLOGY GILNOOOY oenology (study of wines) [n -GIES]
	OMOPHAGY AGHMOOPY eating of raw flesh [n -GIES]
	ONCOGENE CEEGNNOO gene that causes cell to become cancerous [n -S]
	ONCOLOGY CGLNOOOY science of tumors [n -GIES]
	ONTOGENY EGNNOOTY development of individual organism [n -NIES]
	ONTOLOGY GLNOOOTY branch of philosophy that deals with being [n -GIES]
	OOLOGIST GILOOOST expert in oology [n -S]
	ORANGERY AEGNORRY place where orange trees are cultivated [n -RIES]
	ORANGIER AEGINORR ORANGEY, orangy (resembling or suggestive of orange) [adj] / ORANGY [adj]
	ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj]
	ORIGINAL AGIILNOR first form of something [n -S]
	OROGENIC CEGINOOR OROGENY, process of mountain formation [adj]
	OTOLOGIC CGILOOOT OTOLOGY, science of ear [adj]
	OUTBULGE BEGLOTUU to surpass in size [v -D, -GING, -S]
	OUTDODGE DDEGOOTU to surpass in dodging [v -D, -GING, -S]
	OUTRANGE AEGNORTU to surpass in range [v -D, -GING, -S]
	OVERURGE EEGORRUV to urge too much [v -D, -GING, -S]
	OXYGENIC CEGINOXY OXYGEN, gaseous element [adj]
	P
	PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S]
	PAGINATE AAEGINPT to number pages of [v -D, -TING, -S]
	PARAGOGE AAEGGOPR addition of sound or sounds at end of word [n -S]
	PARRIDGE ADEGIPRR porridge (soft food) [n -S]
	PATAGIAL AAAGILPT pertaining to patagium (wing membrane of bat) [adj]
	PATAGIUM AAGIMPTU wing membrane of bat [n -IA]
	PATHOGEN AEGHNOPT any disease-producing organism [n -S]
	PEDAGOGY ADEGGOPY work of teacher [n -GIES]
	PEDOLOGY DEGLOOPY scientific study of behavior and development of children [n -GIES]
	PELAGIAL AAEGILLP PELAGE, coat or covering of mammal [adj]
	PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS [n]
	PENOLOGY EGLNOOPY science of punishment of crime [n -GIES]
	PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj]
	PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj]
	PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S]
	PHOSGENE EEGHNOPS poisonous gas [n -S]
	PIGEONRY EGINOPRY place for keeping pigeons [n -RIES]
	PILLAGER AEGILLPR one that pillages (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n -S]
	PILOTAGE AEGILOPT act of piloting (to control course of) [n -S]
	PINOTAGE AEGINOPT variety of red wine grape [n -S]
	PLAGIARY AAGILPRY act of passing off another's work as one's own [n -RIES]
	PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj]
	PLEDGEOR DEEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S]
	PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v]
	PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S]
	PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v]
	PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v]
	PLUSSAGE AEGLPSSU amount over and above another [n -S]
	PODGIEST DEGIOPST PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj]
	POLYGENE EEGLNOPY type of gene (hereditary unit) [n -S]
	POMOLOGY GLMOOOPY study of fruits [n -GIES]
	PONGIEST EGINOPST PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj]
	PORRIDGE DEGIOPRR soft food [n -S]
	PORRIDGY DGIOPRRY PORRIDGE, soft food [adj]
	POSOLOGY GLOOOPSY branch of medicine that deals with drug dosages [n -GIES]
	POUNDAGE ADEGNOPU act of impounding (to seize and retain in legal custody) [n -S]
	PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S]
	PRESAGER AEEGPRRS one that presages (to foretell (to tell of or about in advance)) [n -S]
	PRESTIGE EEGIPRST distinction or reputation in eyes of people [n -S]
	PROGERIA AEGIOPRR premature aging [n -S]
	PROMULGE EGLMOPRU to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S]
	PROTEGEE EEEGOPRT female protege (one whose career is promoted by influential person) [n -S]
	PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n]
	PUDGIEST DEGIPSTU PUDGY, short and fat [adj]
	PUGGIEST EGGIPSTU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj]
	PUGILISM GIILMPSU art or practice of fighting with fists [n -S]
	PUGILIST GIILPSTU one who fights with his fists [n -S]
	PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES]
	PUPILAGE AEGILPPU state of being pupil [n -S]
	PYGIDIAL ADGIILPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [adj]
	PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA]
	PYOGENIC CEGINOPY producing pus [adj]
	PYROLOGY GLOOPRYY scientific examination of materials by heat [n -GIES]
	Q
	R
	RAGINGLY AGGILNRY in furious manner [adv]
	RAMPAGER AAEGMPRR one that rampages (to move about wildly or violently) [n -S]
	RANGIEST AEGINRST RANGY, tall and slender [adj]
	RAVAGING AAGGINRV RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v]
	REAGINIC ACEGIINR REAGIN, type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [adj]
	RECHANGE ACEEGHNR CHANGE, to make different [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RECHARGE ACEEGHRR CHARGE, to accuse formally [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REDAMAGE AADEEGMR DAMAGE, to injure (to do or cause injury to) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REDIGEST DEEGIRST DIGEST, to render food usable for body [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REEMERGE EEEEGMRR EMERGE, to come out into view [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REENGAGE AEEEGGNR ENGAGE, to employ (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REFUGING EFGGINRU REFUGE, to give or take shelter [v]
	REFUGIUM EFGIMRUU stable area during period of continental climactic change [n -IA]
	REGICIDE CDEEGIIR killing of king [n -S]
	REGIMENT EEGIMNRT to form into military units [v R-ED, -ING, -S]
	REGIONAL AEGILNOR something that serves as region [n -S]
	REGISTER EEGIRRST to record officially [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REGISTRY EGIRRSTY act of registering (to record officially) [n -TIES]
	RELIGION EGIILNOR worship of god or supernatural [n -S]
	REMIGIAL AEGIILMR REMEX, flight feather of bird's wing [adj]
	RENEGING EEGGINNR RENEGE, to fail to carry out promise or commitment [v]
	REPLEDGE DEEEGLPR PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v -D, -GING, -S]
	REPLUNGE EEGLNPRU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v -D, -GING, -S]
	RHEOLOGY EGHLOORY study of matter in fluid state [n -GIES]
	RIDGIEST DEGIIRST RIDGY, having ridges [adj]
	RIGIDEST DEGIIRST RIGID, not flexible; strict, harsh [adj]
	RIGIDIFY DFGIIIRY to make rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	RIGIDITY DGIIIRTY state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [n -TIES]
	ROUGHAGE AEGGHORU coarse, bulky food [n -S]
	S
	SABOTAGE AABEGOST to destroy maliciously [v -D, -GING, -S]
	SAVAGING AAGGINSV SAVAGE, to attack or treat brutally [v]
	SAVAGISM AAGIMSSV savagery (quality of being savage) [n -S]
	SCAVENGE ACEEGNSV to search through rubbish for usable items [v -D, -GING, -S]
	SCROUNGE CEGNORSU to gather by foraging [v -D, -GING, -S]
	SCROUNGY CGNORSUY dirty (uncle(free from dirt or stain)) [adj -GIER, -GIEST]
	SCUNGILE CEGILNSU conch used as food [n -LI]
	SEDGIEST DEEGISST SEDGY, abounding in sedge [adj]
	SELVEDGE DEEEGLSV selvage (edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling) [n -S]
	SEROLOGY EGLOORSY science of serums [n -GIES]
	SEWERAGE AEEEGRSW sewage (waste matter carried off by sewers) [n -S]
	SEXOLOGY EGLOOSXY study of human sexual behavior [n -GIES]
	SHORTAGE AEGHORST insufficient supply or amount [n -S]
	SINOLOGY GILNOOSY study of Chinese [n -GIES]
	SITOLOGY GILOOSTY science of nutrition and diet [n -GIES]
	SLEDGING DEGGILNS SLEDGE, to convey on type of sled [v]
	SLIPPAGE AEGILPPS falling off from standard or level [n -S]
	SLUDGIER DEGILRSU SLUDGY, covered with sludge [adj]
	SLUDGING DGGILNSU SLUDGE, to form sludge (muddy mass or sediment) [v]
	SMALLAGE AAEGLLMS wild celery [n -S]
	SMUDGIER DEGIMRSU SMUDGY, smudged [adj]
	SMUDGILY DGILMSUY SMUDGY, smudged [adv]
	SMUDGING DGGIMNSU act of smearing (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance) [n -S] / SMUDGE, to smear or dirty [v]
	SPARGING AGGINPRS SPARGE, to sprinkle (to scatter drops or particles on) [v]
	SPILLAGE AEGILLPS something that is spilled [n -S]
	SPOILAGE AEGILOPS something that is spoiled or wasted [n -S]
	SPONGIER EGINOPRS SPONGY, resembling sponge [adj]
	SPONGILY GILNOPSY in spongy manner [adv]
	SPONGING GGINNOPS SPONGE, to wipe with sponge (mass of absorbent material) [v]
	STAGIEST AEGISSTT STAGEY, stagy (having theatrical quality) [adj] / STAGY [adj]
	STEALAGE AAEEGLST theft (act of stealing (to take without right or permission)) [n -S]
	STEERAGE AEEEGRST act of steering (to direct course of) [n -S]
	STILLAGE AEGILLST low platform on which to keep goods off floor [n -S]
	STINGIER EGIINRST STINGY, unwilling to spend or give [adj]
	STINGILY GIILNSTY in stingy manner [adv]
	STOCKAGE ACEGKOST amount of supplies on hand [n -S]
	STODGIER DEGIORST STODGY, boring [adj]
	STODGILY DGILOSTY STODGY, boring [adv]
	STODGING DGGINOST STODGE, to stuff full with food [v]
	STOOGING GGINOOST STOOGE, to act as comedian's straight m[v]
	STOPPAGE AEGOPPST act of stopping (to discontinue progress or motion of) [n -S]
	STRATEGY AEGRSTTY plan for obtaining specific goal [n -GIES]
	STRAVAGE AAEGRSTV to stroll (to walk in leisurely manner) [v -D, -GING, -S]
	STUMPAGE AEGMPSTU uncut marketable timber [n -S]
	SUBMERGE BEEGMRSU to place below surface of liquid [v -D, -GING, -S]
	SUBSTAGE ABEGSSTU part of microscope for supporting accessories [n -S]
	SUFFRAGE AEFFGRSU right to vote [n -S]
	SURGICAL ACGILRSU pertaining to surgery (treatment of medical problems by operation) [adj]
	SYNERGIA AEGINRSY synergy (combined action) [n -S]
	SYNERGIC CEGINRSY SYNERGY, combined action [adj]
	SYZYGIAL AGILSYYZ SYZYGY, configuration of earth, moon, and sun lying in straight line [adj]
	T
	TALEGGIO AEGGILOT soft creamy cheese [n -S]
	TANGENCE ACEEGNNT tangency (state of being in immediate physical contact) [n -S]
	TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES]
	TANGIBLE ABEGILNT something palpable [n -S]
	TANGIBLY ABGILNTY palpably (capable of being felt) [adv]
	TEENAGER AEEEGNRT person between ages of thirteen and nineteen [n -S]
	THEOLOGY EGHLOOTY study of religion [n -GIES]
	THEURGIC CEGHIRTU THEURGY, divine intervention in human affairs [adj]
	THIRLAGE AEGHILRT obligation requiring feudal tenants to grind grain at certain mill [n -S]
	TINGEING EGGIINNT TINGE, to apply trace of color to [v]
	TOCOLOGY CGLOOOTY branch of medicine dealing with childbirth [n -GIES]
	TOKOLOGY GKLOOOTY tocology (branch of medicine dealing with childbirth) [n -S]
	TOPOLOGY GLOOOPTY branch of mathematics [n -GIES]
	TRACKAGE AACEGKRT track system of railroad [n -S]
	TRAGICAL AACGILRT of nature of tragedy [adj]
	TRIAGING AGGIINRT TRIAGE, to practice system of treating disaster victims [v]
	TRUCKAGE ACEGKRTU transportation of goods by trucks [n -S]
	TRUDGEON DEGNORTU trudgen (swimming stroke) [n -S]
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